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Abstract: Black crusts that formed on gold coins recovered from the 1857 shipwreck of the SS Central
America played a key role in their preservation in a near original state. Within a few years of the
sinking, the significant quantities of iron and steel on the shipwreck produced laminar geochemical
precipitates of fine-grained iron minerals on the coins. This coating served to armor the coins from
future chemical or biological attacks. Once coated, the coins were colonized by at least two distinct
populations of gold-tolerant bacteria that precipitated abundant nanoparticulate gold in the black
crust material and produced biomineralized bacteria in a web-like mat. Above this middle layer
of black crust, the outer layer consisted of a geochemical reaction front of euhedral crystals of iron
sulfate and iron oxy-hydroxide species, formed by the interaction of seawater with the chemical
wastes of the bacterial mat. Understanding this process has application for assessing the diverse and
extreme conditions under which nano-particulate gold may form through biological processes, as
well as understanding the conditions that contribute to the preservation or degradation of marine
archaeological materials.
Keywords: gold; nanoparticulate; C. metallidurans; SS Central America; biomineralization

1. Introduction
1.1. Significance of the California Gold Rush
The decade following the discovery of gold in California was arguably one of the most catalytic
times in US history. The California Gold Rush greatly accelerated western migration by Europeans,
and eastern migration by Asians and Pacific Islanders. Furthermore, it significantly strengthened the
economy of the young United States of America, and stripped native peoples of their ancestral lands,
killing up to 80% of their population [1–3]. In just two short years, California went from a remote and
sparsely populated outpost of Mexico to US statehood. James Marshall is credited with the official
discovery of gold in California on January 24, 1848 at the site of a sawmill he was building for John
Sutter on the American River [4], though gold was known to occur in California far earlier [5,6]. Yet,
little remains of the original geological materials, coins, and other artifacts from the first decade of
this crucial period of American history. For example, period coins can provide insights on commerce
patterns through wear patterns if verifiably preserved from the early days of the gold rush. Hoards or
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caches of period coins may also reveal the existence or prevalence of contemporary counterfeiting.
Similarly, preserved placer gold samples can provide insights on which areas were mined, when they
were mined, and even what techniques were used. However, the vast majority of placer gold and gold
coins from this period have not survived the melting pot, having long ago been converted into new
articles. Furthermore, surviving specimens have limited geochemical or archeological context, having
often been subjected to aggressive cleaning, subsequent wear, or both. There is also the issue of being
certain of an item’s provenance or historical authenticity. The scarcity of such direct archeological
and geological evidence from the gold rush period of California was significantly lessened with the
discovery of the SS Central America shipwreck site, providing scientists with a trove of material as a
well-preserved time-capsule from 1857.
1.2. The Loss of the SS Central America
The SS Central America was a steam-powered side-wheel ship, 85 m (278 feet) long and 12 m
(40 feet) wide [7]. The voyage for the passengers and materials of the SS Central America began when
the SS Sonora commenced the two-week west coast leg of the journey, departing from San Francisco
on 20 August, 1857 and bound for Panama (Figure 1). From Panama, the passengers and cargo from
the SS Sonora, and several smaller ships, crossed the isthmus by railroad and re-embarked on the SS
Central America on September 8, 1857 for a nine-day journey to New York [4]. Aboard the ship was a
broadly reported commercial shipment of $1,219,189.43 in gold. Pure gold at the time carried a value
of $20.672 per troy ounce (31.1035 g). Approximately 87% of the gold’s face value in the commercial
shipment consisted of assayers’ ingots, essentially the raw placer gold or other gold (like foreign
coins) melted and poured into bar form with the precise weight and purity determined during the
process. These gold bricks, as well as the placer gold found on the site, consisted on average of ~88%
gold with the remainder mostly silver. The US federal gold coins, that mostly comprise the other
13% of the commercial shipment, are made of an alloy of 90% gold and 10% copper, sometimes with
small amounts of silver substituting for copper in the mix. Some contemporary accounts estimate that
the passengers may have carried a cumulative amount equal to this 2,000-plus kilogram commercial
shipment. The first three days at sea, the SS Central America battled rough weather, but with a seasoned
captain and crew, and a large, powerful steam engine to instill confidence, the conditions were not
deemed hazardous enough to return to port. What captain William Lewis Herndon and his crew had
no way of knowing, was that they were sailing on an intercept course with a category two hurricane [8].
On 11 September, 1857, under worsening seas, a leak at one of the side-wheel paddle gaskets began
filling the engine room with sea water, shutting down the steam engines and bilge pumps, and sealing
the fate of the ship [7]. All the female passengers and all but one of the children were rescued by small
ships in the area, while the men fought to save the sinking ship and its fortune of gold. The ship sank
the next day at 8:00 pm, claiming the lives of 425 passengers and crew, and a reasonably approximated
4000 kilograms of gold. The news of the loss of the significant, documented, commercial gold shipment
(modern gold value of approximately US$75 million) plus an unknown amount of passenger wealth
deepened the Financial Panic of 1857, which crippled the nation up through the start of the American
civil war [9].
1.3. Discovery of the Shipwreck, and Recovery Efforts
In 1983, Tommy Thompson, an ocean engineer, conceived a project to search for the shipwreck
site of the SS Central America scientifically. Utilizing historical information in a complex mathematical
model using Bayesian search theory and the critical path method, his company generated a search
probability map to aid in finding the sunken ship. Historical data used in the model included wind
speeds during the storm, the condition of the vessel, known locations from the ship and rescue ships,
and accounts of the sinking provided by the survivors [7]. Review of sonar records within the search
areas revealed an anomaly that the experts initially deemed a “large geological feature.”
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Figure 1. Map
Map of the route of the SS Sonora from San Francisco (1), to Panama (2), where passengers
embarked on the SS Central America for Cuba (3) with an ultimate destination of New York. The ship
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In 1983, Tommy Thompson, an ocean engineer, conceived a project to search for the shipwreck
the anniversary week of the sinking, on 11 September, 1988. Upon reaching the seafloor, there was
site of the SS Central America scientifically. Utilizing historical information in a complex
no doubt that this was the shipwreck of the SS Central America. The large mid-ship paddle wheel
mathematical model using Bayesian search theory and the critical path method, his company
and other distinctive features were the first signs. However, confirmation was provided when they
generated a search probability map to aid in finding the sunken ship. Historical data used in the
observed that the seafloor was littered with gold, in an area that became known as the “garden of gold”
model included wind speeds during the storm, the condition of the vessel, known locations from the
(Figure 2). The excavation that followed took four summer seasons to recover over 1,900 kg (two tons)
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records within the search areas revealed an anomaly that the experts initially deemed a “large
geological feature.”
Located 150 nautical miles (280 km) off the Carolina coast on a transitional feature of the
continental slope, known as the Blake Ridge, this site was first explored using the NEMO-ROV
submersible on the anniversary week of the sinking, on 11 September, 1988. Upon reaching the
seafloor, there was no doubt that this was the shipwreck of the SS Central America. The large
mid-ship paddle wheel and other distinctive features were the first signs. However, confirmation
was provided when they observed that the seafloor was littered with gold, in an area that became
known as the “garden of gold” (Figure 2). The excavation that followed took four summer seasons to
recover over 1,900 kg (two tons) of the lost gold.
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In April of 2014, a second recovery team went to sea for five months, retrieving an additional
3,100 gold coins including hundreds recovered from within an iron safe. Furthermore, inside the
safe were bags, vests, and saddle bags containing placer gold dust and gold-quartz specimens. Just
as with the earlier recovery, the surfaces of these gold coins (but rarely the placer gold) were coated
with black crusts. These crusts on the artifacts are painstakingly removed with mild solutions that
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In April of 2014, a second recovery team went to sea for five months, retrieving an additional 3100
gold coins including hundreds recovered from within an iron safe. Furthermore, inside the safe were
bags, vests, and saddle bags containing placer gold dust and gold-quartz specimens. Just as with the
earlier recovery, the surfaces of these gold coins (but rarely the placer gold) were coated with black
crusts. These crusts on the artifacts are painstakingly removed with mild solutions that do not disturb
or react with the underlying gold (Figure 3). However, the questions remain: what are these black
crusts,
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2. Materials and Methods
Five samples of black crusts were obtained from the surface of $20 (one troy ounce) gold coins
that were recovered from the SS Central America shipwreck site. Each sample weighed ~0.1 gram and
consisted of small flakes of material up to 1 cm on the longest axis. Removal of these crusts was
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2. Materials and Methods
Five samples of black crusts were obtained from the surface of $20 (one troy ounce) gold coins
that were recovered from the SS Central America shipwreck site. Each sample weighed ~0.1 gram
and consisted of small flakes of material up to 1 cm on the longest axis. Removal of these crusts was
facilitated by soaking in a sodium salt solution. This exact methodology and chemistry is proprietary,
and was performed by Robert Evans at laboratory facilities in southern California. These samples were
provided
courtesy of California Gold Marketing Group, the owner of the treasure.
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3. Results
manufacturer. The error associated with the in-situ trace element analyses is less than ±2%.
The $20 gold coins from which the black crusts were recovered are dated 1857, with a San Francisco
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which was in production between 1850 and 1907 [18]. These coins are in uncirculated condition and
the country. A representative sample of one of these coins, superimposed with an image of a fragment
presumed to be part of the large shipment of these coins that was being transported by businesses to
of black crust is provided in Figure 4 to show relative positioning.
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faithfully reproduces details of the coin (Figure 4), and are vitreous, laminated, and smooth.
reproduces details of the coin (Figure 4), and are vitreous, laminated, and smooth.
The morphology of all black crust samples examined under the binocular and SEM microscopes
were found to consist of an identical three layers (Figure 5A). The lower-most layer, deposited
directly on the surface of the coin, exposes a smooth uniform surface (Figure 5B). The middle layer
has “spongy” texture of elongate mineralized structures and cell-like forms with abundant
nano-particulate gold (Figure 5C). The upper-most layer consists of blocky well-formed euhedral
crystals up to 25 microns in length (Figure 5D).
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were found to consist of an identical three layers (Figure 5A). The lower-most layer, deposited directly
on the surface of the coin, exposes a smooth uniform surface (Figure 5B). The middle layer has “spongy”
texture of elongate mineralized structures and cell-like forms with abundant nano-particulate gold
(Figure 5C). The upper-most layer consists of blocky well-formed euhedral crystals up to 25 microns in
length (Figure
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the 19 known hydrated iron oxide species and 36 known hydrated iron sulfate species. However, as
mentioned above, the determination of exact speciation was beyond the scope possible with the existing
study and instrumentation. Furthermore, the exact mineralogy of the original hydrated crusts on the
deep seafloor has probably been altered to some degree by the recovery and drying of the samples. If
this has indeed occurred, it is likely that the well-defined crystal forms in this layer are pseudomorphs
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Nanoparticulate gold is present throughout the uppermost two layers, but is particularly
abundant in the middle layer. These gold grains vary in size from 0.2 to 12 microns in length along
the longest axis and show a wide range of alloy chemistry (Figure 7). Nanoparticulate gold grains
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the middle layer. These gold grains vary in size from 0.2 to 12 microns in length along the longest
axis and show a wide range of alloy chemistry (Figure 7). Nanoparticulate gold grains ranged from
ranged from 85.5 to 2.1 wt.% gold, with an average of 58.9 wt.% gold. Silver ranged from 28.5 to
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4. Discussion
Discussion
4.1. Mineral Crust Formation
4.1. Mineral Crust Formation
The smooth and finely laminated black crust layer that was in direct contact with the coins
The smooth and finely laminated black crust layer that was in direct contact with the coins
contains well-preserved casts of letters and other details from the coins (Figures 4 and 5B), in addition
contains well-preserved casts of letters and other details from the coins (Figures 4 and 5B), in
to very fine-grained mineralization. These data suggest that this layer was deposited by relatively
addition to very fine-grained mineralization. These data suggest that this layer was deposited by
rapid precipitation from a supersaturated source that provided many fine-grained nucleation points.
relatively rapid precipitation from a supersaturated source that provided many fine-grained
The Fe-dominated chemistry of this layer likely reflects the initial dissolution of the 750 tons of ironwork
nucleation points. The Fe-dominated chemistry of this layer likely reflects the initial dissolution of
the 750 tons of ironwork found within the ship, and its re-precipitation as stable minerals through
reactions with seawater. Desiccation cracks in this layer are probably the result of drying following
recovery of the coins and their attached black crusts from the shipwreck.
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4.2.1. Biomats
4.2.1. Biomats
Upon examination, the middle layer of the black crusts is distinctly different from the layers
Upon examination,
the middle
of theto
black
crusts
is distinctly
different from
above and below it (Figure
6A,B and Figure
8). Inlayer
addition
fossils
of various
microscopic
sea the layers
above
and
below
it
(Figure
6A,B
and
Figure
8).
In
addition
to
fossils
of
various
microscopic
sea life
life forms (Figure 6C,D), there is abundant evidence of possible bacterial fossils. The mineralized
forms (Figure 6C,D), there is abundant evidence of possible bacterial fossils. The mineralized
morphologic forms that are present have virtually identical scale and shape to published images of both
morphologic forms that are present have virtually identical scale and shape to published images of
live bacteria that are known to grow on metal substrates (Figure 8A,D; [21,22]), and biomineralized
both live bacteria that are known to grow on metal substrates (Figure 8A,D; [21,22]), and
bacteria (Figure 8B,E; [23,24]).
biomineralized bacteria (Figure 8B,E; [23,24]).
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gold coins on which they are growing. The 1857-S US $20 gold coins on which the black crusts
formed is an alloy of 90% gold, with 10% copper to add durability and wear resistance [18]. Relative
solubilities suggest that copper in the alloy would preferentially corrode significantly faster than the
gold as a depletion-gilding effect [26]. Yet, only 9% of the nanoparticulate gold has a composition
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consistent
with
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substrate.
coating or dusting. As a result, iron is not included as a major or minor element in this reporting.
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depletion-gilding effect [26]. Yet, only 9% of the nanoparticulate gold has a composition consistent
Furthermore,
thewhich
lack of
micro-pitting
and preservation
ofpresumed
mirror-like
finishes
9) speaks to
with
this source,
would
be more copper-rich
than the
coin
source.(Figure
More interestingly,
insignificant corrosion of the coins. It is also unlikely that the silver comes from proximity to US
27% of the nanoparticulate gold has significant quantities of silver, which is not contained in the alloy
silver coins found on the shipwreck, as silver-rich and silver-poor nanoparticulate gold is often
of the US $20 gold coins beyond traces. The remaining 64% of the nanoparticulate gold that was
found within a few microns of each other in the same black crust sample. Similarly, proximity to
analyzed has a composition richer in gold than the coin substrate.
copper sheathing on the hull cannot explain the distribution of copper-rich and copper-poor
Potential sources of gold, silver, and copper on the SS Central America shipwreck include several
nanoparticulate gold.
tons of US gold and silver coins, unrefined assay ingots, and natural placer gold. It also includes
However, assay ingots and placer gold from the shipwreck do provide a plausible source for
several more tons of copper anti-fouling hull sheathing, and brass fittings.
both the copper and silver in the nanoparticulate gold, given the enrichments expected through
Silver in the nanoparticulate gold cannot be originating from a gold coin source, as it is not found
depletion-gilding release of metals from the source (Figure 7). Assay ingots from the shipwreck
in the coin alloy beyond the traces permitted by the US Mint policy and federal law. Furthermore,
average 88% gold, 11% silver, and 1% copper, while the placer gold averages 89% gold, 10.5% silver,
the lack of micro-pitting and preservation of mirror-like finishes (Figure 9) speaks to insignificant
and 0.5% copper, based upon EDS analyses and values stamped on ingots recovered from the
corrosion of the coins. It is also unlikely that the silver comes from proximity to US silver coins found
shipwreck. It is expected that the ingots would be similar in composition to the placer gold, as the
on the shipwreck, as silver-rich and silver-poor nanoparticulate gold is often found within a few
ingots are chiefly melted bars of unrefined placer gold. The slightly lower purity of the assay bars
microns of each other in the same black crust sample. Similarly, proximity to copper sheathing on the
likely results from the inclusion of small amounts of transition metal enriched heavy sands included
hull cannot explain the distribution of copper-rich and copper-poor nanoparticulate gold.
with the placer gold when melted.
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wreck reveal a sharp mint-like state with no evidence of corrosion or pitting.
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88% gold, 11% silver, and 1% copper, while the placer gold averages 89% gold, 10.5% silver, and 0.5%
copper, based upon EDS analyses and values stamped on ingots recovered from the shipwreck. It is
expected that the ingots would be similar in composition to the placer gold, as the ingots are chiefly
melted bars of unrefined placer gold. The slightly lower purity of the assay bars likely results from the
inclusion of small amounts of transition metal enriched heavy sands included with the placer gold
when melted.
The observed range of both silver-rich and copper-rich nanoparticulate gold is possible by the
physical process of depletion gilding, but not simultaneously. There are two possibilities that would
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enable this to occur. First, if the conditions of leaching of placer and assay ingot gold were to change
significantly, it could produce a significant change in gilding effluent. However, given the buffering
capacity of the ocean, such an extreme environmental swing is considered unlikely.
The other mechanism that could produce the range of disparate nanoparticulate gold alloy
compositions is biological fractionation. If depletion gilding of placer and assay ingot gold
produces a fairly uniform effluent chemistry, it is possible that two populations of metal-tolerant
microbes could precipitate different nanoparticulate gold alloys through different metabolic pathways.
Cupriavidus metallidurans are known to dominate nanoparticulate gold production in the biofilms on
placer gold [27,28]. However, a wide range of bacteria is known to be capable of precipitation of
gold nanoparticles [29]. It has also been shown that two bacteria capable of gold biomineralization,
Cupriavidus metallidurans and Delftia acidovorans, can co-exist within biofilms [30]. The ability of these
microbes to detoxify their environment through gold nanoparticle formation has been linked to copper
resistance [31], which may be linked to the amounts of copper within the gold alloy. Given that
the black crusts have two distinct biomineralization styles, and two distinct nanoparticulate gold
alloy populations, it is certainly possible that the range of gold particle chemistry reflects biological
fractionation. This biological accumulation of gold is known to occur over the decadal-scale [11],
consistent with formation in the black crusts from the shipwreck. The ability of these types of bacteria
to compete with sea floor bacterial communities; and their tolerance of cold, saline, high-pressure
environments is unknown and should be examined by future workers.
Nanoparticulate gold has been shown to form through reduction by residual organic material
such as humic acids and extracellular polymeric substances [11]. Such materials should be abundant
around the shipwreck site, due to degradation of abundant wood, cloth, and stored food. Ferric iron
may also play a key role as a reducing agent and the precipitation of gold. It is possible that one
or both of the nanoparticulate gold populations results from these process. Regardless of the exact
combination of mechanisms, it is likely that the range of nanoparticulate gold chemistry reflects two
mechanisms, at least one of which is biological.
4.3. Chronology and Significance of Crust Development
Creation of black crusts on the gold coins from the shipwreck of the SS Central America began
the moment the ship slipped beneath the waves on 12 September, 1857. The large quantity of mild
carbon steel and cast iron on the ship was the first material to react, due to its high corrosion potential
relative to other metals [32]. Corrosion of these types of metals has been studied at several deep
shipwrecks and in the laboratory. Corrosion studies from the RMS Titanic and ships that sank during
World War II indicate that significant corrosion may take place during the first couple decades [33–35].
Specifically, studies of the shipwreck of the nuclear submarine Komsomolets suggest corrosion rates
up to 75 microns/year [36], while corrosion conditions of the tanker Prestige are believed to be about
57 microns/year [37]. It is known that these corrosion rates change over time, and multiple studies
have shown that corrosion peaks within the first couple years to decades, and tail off to a lower steady
state in the period that follows [38]. This dissolution of SS Central America’s iron, and subsequent
reaction with seawater to form a fine-grained precipitate of black to red iron oxides, is expected from
evidence at other shipwreck sites [39]. Thus, it seems reasonable that the black crusts initially formed
as a fine-grained laminar deposit on the coins, as a chemical process that occurred within the first
decade after the sinking.
It is known that the formation of rusticles, or porous icicle-like rust growths on deep-sea shipwrecks,
is a biological process [33,34,40]. It was in this later stage of shipwreck corrosion that biology began to
dominate. These bacteria come from seawater, and are not known to produce nanoparticulate gold.
In fact, aqueous gold and silver is highly toxic to most bacteria [27,28]. Only specific bacteria, such as
Cupriavidus metallidurans and Delftia acidovorans, have developed tolerance to these metals and can exist
within biofilms on gold [30]. However, the localized Fe3+ concentrations around the shipwreck at this
time would have selected for enrichment of natural iron oxidizing bacteria and may have accelerated
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the rate of iron oxidation. As the shipwreck was slowly colonized by rusticle-producing bacteria, this
may have added another source of iron precipitate that could filter onto the coins to add to the laminar
layer of the crust. Specifically, rusticles have a lifecycle of colonization, development, and collapse
of these fragile structures [34]. Such cycling would produce abundant “rusticle dust,” which could
further coat the coins when physically remobilized during shipwreck collapse and benthic storms.
At this point, two biological environments were formed. The first is the consortia of bacteria
that colonized the iron and steel of the site and contributes to rusticle formation. Members of this
consortia could not establish colonies on the gold in the shipwreck, due to precious metal toxicity. Later,
the armoring of the gold coins and some assay bars by laminar geochemical precipitates and “rusticle
dust” black crusts produced a safer low aqueous gold environment for bacteria to live. This leads to the
second consortia of bacteria in the black crusts. Freshly mined natural placer gold was a likely source of
gold-tolerant bacteria such as Cupriavidus metallidurans and Delftia acidovorans, which have developed
tolerance to gold [30]. It has been shown that these bacteria are capable of survival under less than ideal
post-mining conditions for at least 18 months [14]. Assay bars and coins, which have been processed,
would have been sterilized of these bacteria. However, following the sinking and reintroduction to
an aqueous environment, these natural colonies on the placer gold would thrive and remobilize to
precipitate gold as part of their life cycle [30]. In the moderately gold-rich niche-environment of the
black crusts, these bacteria would be able to out-compete native ocean-sourced Fe and Mg precipitating
bacteria. However, by the time these bacteria could spread to other parts of the site the coins and bars
of gold had their armoring of abiological laminar black crusts that protected them from direct attack
and precipitation of gold on the coins themselves. A second possibility is that iron oxides played a role
in reduction of nanoparticulate gold upon previously existing iron microfossils.
As the biological colonization of the black crusts continues, these bacteria produce waste products
from their local environment, including nanoparticulate gold and base metal sulfides. They also
produce significant quantities of metabolic wastes such as oxygen, carbon dioxide, and sulfur, which
form an “atmosphere” of enrichment around the colonies. These elements react with the dissolved
iron from the ship to produce iron oxides, iron carbonate, and iron sulfates. These form larger (up to
25 micron) euhedral crystals because of the low saturation and long period of reaction (Figure 5D).
These black crusts appear to have played a key role in the exquisite state of preservation of the
gold coins (Figure 9). Gold-precipitation bacteria are clearly present in the materials of the shipwreck
site. In natural environments, as little as 7.6 years are required to produce cycles of gold dissolution and
re-precipitation, which can produce spectacular structures both into and onto the gold substrate [11].
Similarly, a 1908 $20 gold coin recovered from gravels of the Fairbanks, Alaska placer district in
1959 display crystals up to 1 mm of secondary gold firmly attached to the surface of the coin [41].
Such activity would be expected on the gold of the SS Central America shipwreck, and would have
a profound effect on gold coin preservation that would be visible even to the naked eye. However,
this did not occur. The degree of preservation of these coins is ascribed to two main factors. First,
compartmentalization of the gold within the shipwreck inhibited migration of bacteria that would have
degraded the coins. Second, the enormous quantities of iron on the ship quickly yielded a geochemical
coating that armored these coins from future attack as a passivation layer when the shipwreck degraded
and gold-metabolizing bacteria moved from their placer gold host to other parts of the site. This not
only prevents corrosion of the coins, but also prevents gold from being dispersed by ocean currents.
5. Conclusions
Black crusts that formed on gold coins recovered from the 1857 shipwreck of the SS Central America
played a key role in preservation of gold artifacts from this important archeological site. While it is
expected that there would be degradation of the quality of the coins in this horde, they preserve a near
mint-like to proof-like state. The significant quantities of iron and steel on the shipwreck produced a
fine-grained iron mineral coating on the coins within a few years of the sinking. This coating armored
the coins from future chemical or biological attack. Once coated, the coins were colonized by at least
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two distinct populations of gold-tolerant bacteria that precipitated abundant nanoparticulate gold in
the black crust material and produced biomineralized bacteria in a web-like mat. This demonstrates
that bacteria that are known to mobilize and re-precipitate gold were probably present in the shipwreck,
likely being introduced from the unrefined placer gold in the cargo. Above this middle layer of black
crust, the outer layer consists of a geochemical reaction front of iron minerals, formed by the interaction
of seawater with the chemical wastes of the underlying bacterial mat.
Understanding this process has application for assessing the diverse and extreme conditions
under which nanoparticulate gold may form through biological processes. For example, while it is
well known that iron metabolizing bacteria can thrive under high pressure and cold temperatures at
deep sea shipwreck sites, this present study documents that the same is true for at least some members
of the group of gold-tolerant bacteria, expanding their known environmental window of habitability.
Similarly, this study helps with our understanding of the conditions that contribute to preservation
or degradation of marine archaeological materials. It can help with predictive models of the degree
of precious metal preservation at sites awaiting excavation, and potentially identify sites where the
precious metal artifacts may be threatened and require priority excavation.
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